
How to effectively use email 
marketing in your recruitment s trategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year there were nearly 300 billion emails sent each day across the globe and that number is growing. As we have seen the number of international students coming to the US to continue their education is not on a steady incline like a few years back-that is why it’s important to find a way to continuously reach students. So, what can you do to get ahead of the curve? You can cut through the clutter and ensure that you have a solid email communication plan. One that is well thought out, will be opened and read and one that will help you drive students through your enrollment process and ultimately arrive on your campus. Within a communication plan there should be a number of touch points on a variety of mediums- social media, phone calls, whatsapp, text message and of course email.Email is an effective way break the ice, establish a personal conversation with students and move them through your admissions funnel. That is why we are here today to talk to you about using email in your recruitment. Today we will help you kick off your recruitment strategy by helping you create your own welcome email and your own customized email development strategy
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Presentation Notes
I’m Ashley and am an account manager at Internationalstudent.com. At Internationalstudent.com we specialize in SEO and digital marketing. We have over 20,000 pages of content that provide prospective and current international students with the information they need around being an international student- including finding a college or university



• Leads
• Email Building Blocks
• The “Welcome” Email
• Email Examples
• Communication Plan 

Development

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking a look at our agenda we are going to discuss why the work has only just started once you receive a lead- and how email can help you convert a lead.  We will then cover some of the building blocks of email, what a welcome email is, why it’s so important,  and we will also show you a email examples of the best practices, followed by walking you through developing your own  communications plan.  



List 5 key things that every 
international s tudent should 
know about your ins titution.

Getting Started
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AshThere will be a handout for this activity here- If one of yall can help hand this out while I guide the activity that would be awesome :) Before we get started lets do a quick activity., for now just complete the top section of the worksheet by listing 5 unique things that every intl student should know about your institution.usually, the list of things we want students to know is about as long as CVS receipt However, those things can be and should be prioritized.I’ll give you a few moments to jot down the 5 things you come up with. You can list more than 5 things of important items, but identify the top 5.Thank you- we will come back to that list later on in the presentation as we discuss communication plans. For now, let’s get started. 



When You Don’t Have Them at Hello
• Leads  are s till shopping

- The Online Shopping Cart Effect
• Remind, Connect, Encourage

Why Email?

• Ability to be automated, cus tomized, tracked, measured and multiple touch 
points

• Email is  40 times  more effective at acquiring new cus tomers  than social 
media. (McKinsey & Company)

• It allows  you to Remind, Connect, Encourage

Leads
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  When you receive information from a student who says they’re interested in your school that’s great! You’ve received a lead! However, the work isn’t over. Next comes the most important part. Nurturing that lead.A student might say that they’re interested in your school by submitting their information to you, but they’re still shopping.. How many of you shop online, put things in your shopping cart and then leave them until you get the classic Amazon nudge several days later encouraging you to check out?      well , receiving a lead is the same concept.You’re institution might in their cart, but they havent checked out yet.      Let’s be real, For most of todays students-pretty much everything is that is out of site out of is out of mind .That you need to proactively remind, connect and encourage students to take the next step by nurturing the lead.The best way to do this is through emailSimply because it works. In fact, email marketing is 40 times more effective than Facebook or Twitter. Sure social media is great at getting the word out about things, but it doesn’t drive personal connections, conversations or conversions like email can.      



The Building Block Basics
• Subject line
• Content & call to action
• Think mobile
• Tes ting & tracking

Email Building Blocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you decide you are going refresh or build your email campaign �The following building blocks are the main things you need to look at….



Subject Line
• Should be speak to your audience : compelling yet authentic
• Should be the right length (6-10 words)
• Should be relevant to content
• Extra points  for personalization (connection and higher open)

“Erica, You May Qualify for a Scholarship”
“J on, Regis ter for our Admiss ions  Webinar”

Email Building Blocks
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So as we look into those items we are going to look into subject lines:Subject lines are essentially the gate keeper to the content of the email.  As a matter of fact, 47% of email recipients open emails based on the subject line alone.That’s why its important to know your audience and how to speak to them. Your message should be compelling, yet authentic to your brand. And they’re YOUR ticket for standing out in a crowded inbox. The last thing you want is a cringy subject line that gets you sent to the spam box.If your subject line is too short or too long it will decrease the likelihood your email will get opened. 6-10 words is the proven sweet spot for a higher open rateMost importantly, It should be relevant to the content of the email. If your subject lines says “Erica, you may qualify for a scholarship” but the email doesn’t have anything to do with scholarships, it might get opened but it won’t get any links clicked and Erica might even mark it as spam��personalization…extra points



Get Personal

Subject Line: Personalization vs. Without Personalization

● Subject Line 1: Study Science and Engineering (2658)
● Subject Line 2: [firstname], Study Science and Engineering (2969)

11% increase in opens with personalization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of Personalization is something InternationalStudent.com uses rather frequently in our emails and when we do we see a very noticeable difference. In one such example listed we saw an 11% increase in opens when personalization was used.If your email service provider allows you to use personalization I encourage you to play around with it and see how it works for you. 



Content & Call to Action
• Focus  the message and calls  to action 
• Keep a call-to-action above the fold 
• Personalize the email greeting 
• Ensure they can contact you 

Email Building Blocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So good news, your subject line got your email opened. You’ve mastered the first building blockNow we want that click, we want the engagement and interest to continue.That being said, let talk about the focus of your message.It can be tempting to want to bulk out the email with a link to every place they could ever possibly need, but resist the urge and simplifyLook at all of the links included and ask yourself- if they could only click on one of these, which one would I want them to click?Take your answer and remove the other links, focus your message and keep your CTAs above the fold, by including a button or hyperlink up top.. If you’ve gathered data on your leads, use it! Personalize the email greeting. Instead of just “hello” say Hi Sam. If you are using “do not reply email address” in your reach out, this could be bad news for delivery rates in the long term. I strongly suggest changing this to the Please reply method by Add your contact details- name, email, phone number. providing an email address that’s linked to a real, live inbox also shows that you are ready to make a connection.



Consider Mobile Viewers

● If your email is  not optimized for mobile, 
between 70-80 percent of users  will delete 
it.(Ades tra)

● Tes t before you send (Litmus)
● Ensure links  are finger friendly
● Count your scrolls  before the firs t CTA

Email Building Blocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of us check our email on our phone? Right, So do your prospective studentsMost college students  do some, or all of their college research on their mobile devices If your email is not mobile friendly, its not going to get read, most likely its gonna get sent to spam or deleted.Take the time to Put yourself in the users shoes, test before you send, ensure links are finger friendly. Nothing is more annoying than a link you cant clickBe mindful of how far your CTA is down the page, the student shouldn’t have to work to find your CTA. 

https://www.adestra.com/resources/2016-consumer-adoption-usage-study/


Email Building Blocks

Tracking
• Delivered
• Opens  (21.5% )
• Clicks  (8.12% )
• Unsubscribes  (0.01% )
• Bounces  (9.04% )

Tes ting A/B
• Subject line
• Call to action
• Day and time
• Personalization

- Name, Country, Nationality, 
Program

Source: Constant Contact
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Presentation Notes
Who in here is currently tracking the emails that they send?If you have the ability to track your emails, I highly encourage you to do so. Let's say you have a really great open rate but no one is clicking on the link - that lets you know that you have a compelling subject line but either your content doesn't match or your links are broken.here are a few items you want to start tracking:Delivered - how many emails have reached the inboxes?Opens - how many people are opening your emails?Clicks - how many people are clicking your links?Unsubscribes and bouncesThese numbers are based on benchmarks for higher education - not international education specific. These numbers are generalized – some campaigns should see numbers much higher than this. As we discussed earlier with subject lines- play around with A/B testing.A few  items you can play around with are calls to action, day and time you send and other personalization items you’re gathering like nationality and program.  You wont want to test all of these at the same time. Stick to one change at a time and measure the outcome.



Where to begin?
• Welcome emails  have on average 4x the open rate and 5x the 

click-through rate of a s tandard email marketing campaign. 
(InboxArmy)

• Hello and How to Apply
• Reach and convert s tudent with a clear message and CTA

The Welcome Email
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And now we’re going to speak to the every important welcome email- so I’ll turn it over to   to dive right in.There are numerous different communication plans you can create depending on what action a prospect does or does not take. However, for the sake of time today we’re only going to cover marketing emails sent to prospects, or those who initially submit their information to you.First and foremost we’ll cover what to do when you first receive that fresh prospect, and that’s to send a welcome email. We all know what a welcome email is- that first email that’s received after we sign up for something. If we don’t receive a welcome email it’s usually more of a shock than if we do. Welcome emails have on average 4x the open rate and 5x the click-through rate of a standard email marketing campaign. So what should that very important, very much opened and clicked upon email say? It should provide them with a greeting and the information they need to do the #1 thing we want them to do: apply. 



Key Parts of Your Welcome Email
• Respond ASAP

- One Hour - 38%  engagement success
- Twenty-four hours  - 8%  engagement success
- More than twenty-four hours  - 5%  engagement 

success  (VanillaSoft)
• Be Concise

- Link to One Place: the Application
• Develop a Connection

- Put a Face with a Name
- Tone, Excitement and Gratitude

The Welcome Email
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We get asked all the time - when should I respond to a lead? Plain and simple - right away. Clarkson grad open rates -- 75% auto responder Day 0, 63% Day 1 (international and funding), 57% Day 3 link to application how-to video. Open rates decline from there.If you have an automated response system, that is great. Provide them information right away while your school is fresh on their mind, and they are doing research. This gives them the information when they want it and it will be the most impactful. 



The Welcome Email

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maryville wants to get to know you – this is a great example because it follows some guidelines but not all. Sent immediately to a lead when they submit their info to Maryville. Keeping in mind my stat on open rate and click through rates for a welcome email - What open rate do you think this gets? Clickthrough?In Q1, which is on par with the averages for last year, it was 72% open rate94% click throughDoesn't always have to be perfect



The Welcome Email

Start your own Welcome Email

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 2. Be general to give a good start when they get back. 3 minutes to create. 3-5 min to share.�



Communication Plan
Before the Application: Touch Point Topics

1. Look at your “Top 5” 
2. Other Ideas : 
● Hello and How to Apply 
● Program Specific Information
● Life on Campus /Virtual Tour
● Reasons  Why Students  Choose You
● Extracurriculars  Including Sports , Clubs  and Organizations
● Support Around Campus
● Local Living 
● Miss ion Messaging
3. Map out a recurring flow chart des igned to display and improve 
bus iness  processes  through creating value to the s tudent while 
minimizing was te and making the process  efficient for you.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This can be a group activity as well. They will reference their top 5 from the beginning of the session. We can open it up to the audience to see if anyone has something not on the list. Building a new recruitment & communication plan at an institution that had been relying on domestic communication messaging - Josh to discuss tweaking these pieces.Colleen: make sure to mention graduate-type top-5 topics.



Communication Plan

Before the Application: Touch Point Timeframe
• How often:

- Email 1 ASAP, then make a plan that makes sense with the information 
you want to share

- Time it around your admissions cycle and school calendar
- Contact them at least once per month
- Monitor the campaign, opens, clicks and unsubscribes
- Adjust your frequency and messaging based upon results

As a prospect goes through a campaign, engagement decline is normal. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also monitor where prospects are going on your site; make sure those pages are “international friendly”!



Communication Plan

Before the Application: Touch Point Timeframe

Before the Application: Touch Point Timeframe Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we will use handout 1 to help them organize their top 5, create subject lines, and a timeline that fits for their institution. 



Before the Application: Touch Point Timeframe

Example: Clarkson’s  graduate inquiry email campaign

● Day 0 -- Auto-responder email (as soon as inquiry is entered in Slate)
● Day 1 -- International Welcome 
● Day 3 -- Link to application how -to video
● Day 6 -- Program-specific message
● Day 7 -- Scholarship funding
● Day 12 -- Outcomes / Career 

Coming attraction -- Getting more individual details, AKA “progressive profiling”

Communication Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Clarkson, we use a more plain style header/template to increase deliverability and focus on message/content 



Communication Plan
Before the Application: Email Examples



Re-evaluation

Establishing Goals  & Strategy 
• Once your campaign is  up and running, you will begin getting responses  

from prospects .
• Responses  allow you to look for common patterns  in the follow-up 

ques tions . This  will give you ideas  concerning how to revise your emails  to 
ensure key ques tions  are answered. 

• A quick response time for answering prospect/applicant ques tions  is  
essential. Make sure you and any other team members  have a plan in place 
for how to ensure timely replies  to ques tions  and concerns .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is my slide (Colleen). The idea here to attempt continuous improvement using replies to programmed emails.



Legal Considerations
CAN-SPAM is  a US law that protects  people from receiving unwanted 
or deceptive email.

For higher education marketers , the two main things  to keep in mind 
are:
• Include a prominent Opt Out message and link
• Make sure the subject line of your messages  matches  the content

In Europe, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulates 
data protection and privacy for citizens of the European Union and 
European Economic Area. It includes similar requirements and can be 
more restrictive the US laws.



Questions?
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